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Abstract—We consider a scheduling problem in a wireless
network which consists of one base station, N legitimate users
and one (or more) eavesdropper(s). The scheduling problem
jointly considers the reliability, security and stability of the
system, and is to allocate wireless resources to the legitimate
users, stabilize the system and maximize the secure transmission
rate. Based on the stochastic network optimization framework,
the scheduling problem is decomposed to an online optimization
problem. A scheduling algorithm and a low computational com-
plexity algorithm that both do not consider power adaptation are
proposed, along with a power adaptive one. Extensive simulations
are conducted to show the impact of the information arrival
rate and the eavesdropper’s channel condition on the system
performance. These observations provide important insights and
guidelines for the design and resource management of future
wireless networks using secure communication technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a wireless network, there are several aspects that affect

the system performance, such as capacity, reliability and

security. Traditionally, security is a high-layer issue, and is

designed independently of the network protocol. But this

approach may have some potential drawbacks. For instance,

an application-layer solution may require a higher compu-

tational complexity that may not be desirable for energy-

limited devices such as smart phones. Recently, the physical-

layer security became an attractive research area, since it can

provide different kinds of security solutions in a wireless

network, by exploring the physical-layer features such as

channel conditions that are traditionally overlooked.

Physical-layer security in a wireless network is widely

discussed from different aspects [1]. For instance, due to the

unique randomness of the channel, the channel information can

be used to generate a secret key in a wireless network, which is

discussed in [2]–[4]. The uniqueness feature can also be used

as the link signature for authentication as discussed in [5]–

[7]. The spread spectrum communication has been revisited

as a physical-layer security approach in [8], [9]. Cooperative

jamming and artificial noise are used to improve the secrecy

capacity region as discussed in [10], [11].

Although these designed security schemes utilize the

uniqueness of the physical-layer information, most of them

are designed from a traditional security viewpoint. In this

paper, we adopt a more fundamental treatment towards the

security issue, i.e., from the information-theoretical security

viewpoint towards the confidentiality issue in a multiuser

wireless network.

We study the scheduling problem in a wireless broadcast

network, where one or more eavesdroppers exist in the system.

The traditional approach tries to maximize the ergodic achiev-

able rate of the system (see, e.g., [12], [13]), which captures

the fundamental capacity limits under perfect secrecy, but may

exhibit a large delay due to the inherent requirement of the

coding scheme for the perfect secrecy over a fading channel.

Differently, we consider an outage-based characterization that

measures the probabilistic performance of the system, which

is a coding-delay-limited metric that is of practical interests.

Besides, we further consider the queue stability issue which is

often ignored in the work that maximizes the ergodic achiev-

able rate. Therefore, the scheduling problem is formulated

as an optimization problem maximizing the system secure

transmission rate (security issue) which is defined based on

the secrecy outage and subject to the constraints that the

queues in the system should be stable (stability issue) and

the transmission rate is not exceeding the capacity region

(reliability issue).

Little work has been done jointly considering these three

aspects. Some works assume that the eavesdroppers’ channel

state information at symbol level (full instantaneous CSI) can

be obtained by the BS, such as [18]–[20], which may not be

practical. Some works, such as [21], relax the assumption on

the instantaneous CSI, however, the designed scheme is not

scalable to a case with multiple legitimate receivers, which

limits the usage of the proposed algorithm. In our work, we

design a scalable scheduling algorithm with a weak assump-

tion that only the distribution of the CSI of the eavesdropper

is known by the BS, which is more practical.

Based on the stochastic network optimization framework,

the scheduling problem is decomposed to an online opti-

mization problem which may be non-convex. Motivated by

the Lagrangian dual method, a simple but effective schedul-

ing algorithm is proposed, along with a low computational

complexity one and a power adaptive one. Simulation results

show that these three algorithms can achieve a similar secure

transmission rate, but different secrecy outage and delay

performance. Furthermore, with the increase of the traffic

load, it can be observed that the secure transmission rate first

increases and then decreases, and this observation suggests

that admission control should be used in order to achieve a

high-level secrecy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The pre-

liminaries about the physical-layer security and the related

work are presented in Section II. Then, the system models,

including queueing model, encoder model and channel model,

are introduced along with the problem formulation in Section

III. In Section IV, the formulated problem is approximately

solved and three scheduling algorithms, including a simple

algorithm, a low computational complexity one and a power

adaptive one, are proposed. A case study that the eavesdrop-

per’s channel is a non-fading additive white Gaussian noise
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(AWGN) channel is also presented in Section IV, followed

by the evaluation in Section V. We further consider how to

extend the proposed algorithms to the multi-eavesdropper case

in Section VI, followed by the conclusions and future work in

Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK

A. Physical-Layer Security

Security is an important issue in communications, which

typically include confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and

nonrepudiation. The confidentiality guarantees the legitimate

receivers can obtain the information, while eavesdroppers

are unable to understand the information. Traditionally, con-

fidentiality is achieved by cryptographic techniques, which

are based on the computational complexity theory and key

distribution technique. While for a wireless network, due to

the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, the secret key

distribution becomes a difficult problem [14]. The information-

theoretical security, one branch of the physical-layer security,

which aims to provide an alternative solution to the confiden-

tiality, treats the secrecy communication from an information

entropy point of view.

Typically, the eavesdropping in a wireless network can

be captured by a wire-tap channel as shown in Fig. 1.

The transmitter has a message W intended to transmit to

a legitimate receiver, through a channel. The message W
is mapped to the codeword X by a physical-layer security

encoder, which jointly considers the security and reliability.

Then X is transmitted to the receiver through a wireless

channel. Due to the broadcast nature of the channel, both

the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper can observe the

corrupted messages, Y and Z . The decoder in the legitimate

receiver maps the received Y to an estimated message W ′.

The purpose of the encoder and decoder is to make sure

the estimated message is the same as the original one, i.e.,

W ′ = W , and the corrupted message Z received by the

eavesdropper contains no information about W .

In a more practical scenario, if the channel is an AWGN

channel, i.e., X is corrupted by an additive white Gaussian

noise, the secrecy capacity of such system is [15]

[CX→Y − CX→Z ]
+,

where CX→Y and CX→Z are the capacity of the channelX →
Y and X → Z , respectively.

This result suggests that a perfect secrecy can be achieved

if the entropy of the original message W is no larger than

the secrecy capacity, i.e., H(W ) ≤ [CX→Y − CX→Z ]
+.

Otherwise, part of W can be decoded from Z , and the

system experiences a secrecy outage event. Therefore, for each

channel usage, the secrecy outage probability is defined as

P out = Pr{CX→Z > CX→Y −H(W )},

since the capacity of the eavesdropper’s channel CX→Z is

generally unknown, and can be modeled as a random variable.

Further note that, CX→Z is also related with CX→Y , since

both channels have the same transmitter (therefore the same

transmission power, frequency bandwidth and time portion

of the resource). The secrecy outage probability is also de-

termined by H(W ), which means P out can be improved by

adjusting how much information to be sent in each channel

usage.

B. Related Work

The scheduling and resource allocation in a secure wireless

communication system is widely discussed in the literature.

However, most of the works are discussed from a traditional

information-theoretical perspective, i.e., quantifying the capac-

ity region under different network settings. All these works

try to solve an optimization problem, implicitly or explicitly,

based on the assumption that the system is saturated and

each user in the system always has data to transmit. For

instance, the secrecy capacity region of a wire-tap channel is

discussed in [16]; that of a Gaussian wire-tap channel in [15];

that of a fading channel in [12]; that of a fading broadcast

channel in [13]; that of a MIMO broadcast channel in [17].

All these works only consider the reliability and security issue

in communications, and ignore the stability issue which is

typically treated in the higher layer. However, the stability is of

equal importance with reliability and security, since it further

determines whether a practical system can work properly and

desirably over a sufficiently long time period.

There is little work jointly considering these three aspects.

In [18], authors studied how to transmit confidential messages

to users in a fast-fading broadcast wireless network, subject to

three constraints: reliability constraint that the message can be

perfectly decoded, security constraint that the message is per-

fectly secured and stability constraint that the system is queue-

length stable. An achievable secrecy rate region is obtained

and a max-weight type of scheduling algorithm along with

the optimal power control policy is designed so that to satisfy

these three requirements. In [19], a secure communication

system is designed to achieve a constant transmission rate.

In this design, the developed scheme sends the key with the

data when the system is perfectly secured, and uses the key

to protect the data when the system is subject to a secrecy

outage. A power control scheme is also designed to maximize

the transmission rate. A work similar to [19] was reported in

[20] where a different objective is used. All the above works

share the same system assumption that the instantaneous CSI

of the eavesdropper should be known by BS, which may not

be practical.

In [21], the power allocation problem of a secure wireless

communication system in the presence of statistical queueing

constraints is studied. The effective secure throughput region
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is obtained through an effective capacity method, and a power

allocation scheme that achieves such a region is obtained. The

obtained scheme implicitly considers the stability issue of the

system, since a queue constraint is employed. However, the

authors only consider the single legitimate receiver, and the

designed scheme is not scalable to a multi-legitimate-receiver

case, which limits the usage of the proposed algorithm.

III. SYSTEM MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Models

We first consider the downlink of a wireless network, with

one base station (BS), N independent legitimate receivers

and one eavesdropper. The multiple eavesdropper case will

be discussed in Sec. VI. There are confidential data that

arrive at the BS and need to be transmitted to the legitimate

receivers through a shared wireless fading channel. In order to

protect the data against the eavesdropper, the data have been

encoded using the physical-layer security technology before

transmission. We are interested in how to provide a best-effort

security solution, since the secrecy outage may always happen.

Therefore, the system is required to achieve reliability and

stability first, and then security. The system is a time-slotted

one, and w.l.o.g., we assume the slot length is 1 second. The

system model is shown in Fig. 2.

1) Queueing Model: We assume that the data packets arrive

at the end of each time slot and are queued up in an infinite

virtual buffer reserved for each legitimate user. The amount

of the data arriving in time slot t for user i is ai(t) and is a

random variable with finite moments. Assuming the amount

of the data of user i being transmitted to the physical-layer

security encoder is si(t), then, the queue dynamic is as follows

Qi(t+ 1) = max(Qi(t)− si(t), 0) + ai(t),

where Qi(t) is the amount of the data buffered in the queue

i in time slot t.

2) Physical-Layer Security Encoder: The encoder uses

Wyner’s encoding scheme [16] to encode the input data si(t),
and the output data rate is ri(t), which should be equal to the

channel rate that is allocated to user i in time slot t. The output
rate should be no less than the input rate, i.e., ri(t) ≥ si(t),
and the difference ri(t)− si(t) quantifies the ability to secure

against the eavesdropper.

3) Channel Model: The output data from the physical-layer

security encoder have been directly sent through a wireless

channel. For any time slot t, the received signals by legitimate

receiver i, denoted by yi(t) and by eavesdropper, denoted by

ye(t), are given by, respectively

yi(t) = gi(t)xi(t) + wi(t),

ye(t) = ge(t)xi(t) + we(t),

where gi(t) and ge(i) are the complex fading coefficients

from the BS to the legitimate receiver i and the eavesdropper,

respectively. wi(t) and we(t) represent the independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) additive Gaussian noise with unit

variance at the legitimate receiver i and the eavesdropper,

respectively. Therefore, the channel gains from the BS to the

legitimate receiver i and eavesdropper are γi(t) = |gi(t)|
2 and

γe(t) = |ge(t)|
2, respectively.

Furthermore, we assume the channel of each user is in-

dependent and each channel experiences a block fading, i.e.,

the channel gain remains constant during each time slot and

changes independently across time slots. The fading process

is assumed to be ergodic and the distribution is bounded.

The duration of each time slot is long enough and Wyner’s

encoding scheme can be performed within each time slot.

The BS can obtain the instantaneous CSI of the legitimate

receivers in each time slot, but can only know the distribution

of the channel fading between the BS and the eavesdropper.

Assume the system uses an orthogonal MAC, i.e., the

physical-layer resource can only be orthogonally allocated

to each user, such as TDMA. We further assume that each

time slot can be further divided and allocated to different

users. Therefore, the rate allocated to user i in time slot t
is represented as

ri(t) = τi(t) log(1 + p(t)γi(t)),

where τi(t) is the time portion allocated to user i in time

slot t, and p(t) is the allocated power in time slot t. The
system is either subject to a peak power constraint, i.e.,

p(t) ≤ P , or subject to an average power constraint, i.e.,

limT→∞

1
T

∑T
t=1 p(t) ≤ P .

B. Problem Formulation

In each time slot, the scheduler decides which user can

transmit its data. More specifically, it determines how much

data (si(t)) should been fetched from the queue, and sent to the

encoder, and determines how to protect the data by choosing

an appropriate output rate of the encoder (ri(t)). Meanwhile,

the system should be stabilized if possible, i.e., queues in the

system should be stable and the average queue length over

time is bounded.

The choice of si(t) and ri(t) depends on the objective of

the scheduler, and the physical-layer constraints. In order to

achieve a reliable communication between legitimate users and

BS, according to Shannon’s Theorem, the rates allocated in

each time slot (r(t)) should not lie outside the capacity region,

which is equivalent to
∑

i τi(t) ≤ 1.
In order to achieve a high level of secrecy, we need to

maximize the average secure transmission rate of the system.

The secure transmission rate of user i in time slot t is

defined as: Rs
i (t) = si(t)(1 − P out

i (t)) = si(t)Pr{Ce(t) ≤



ri(t) − si(t)}. If user i uses time portion τi(t) and power

p(t), then Ce(t) = τi(t) log(1 + p(t)γe(t)), and we have

Rs
i (t) = si(t)F (

(1 + p(t)γi(t))2
−

si(t)

τi(t) − 1

p(t)
), (1)

where F is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of γe.
The average secure transmission rate of the system in slot t

is defined as Rs(t) =
∑N

i=1 R
s
i (t), which is used to quantify

how many data can be received without secrecy outage in the

system, and is a coding-delay-limited rate that is of practical

interests.

Therefore, the scheduling problem can be formulated as:

max limT→∞

1
T

∑T
t=1 R

s(t) (2a)

s.t. ∀i, Qi is stable, (2b)

∀i, si(t) ≤ min(τi(t) log(1 + p(t)γi(t)), Qi(t)), (2c)
∑

i τi(t) ≤ 1, (2d)

p(t) ≤ P, (2e)

if the system is subject to a peak power constraint; and

formulated as

max limT→∞

1
T

∑T
t=1 R

s(t)

s.t. ∀i, Qi is stable,

∀i, si(t) ≤ min(τi(t) log(1 + p(t)γi(t)), Qi(t)),
∑

i τi(t) ≤ 1,

limT→∞

1
T

∑T
t=1 p(t) ≤ P,

if the system is subject to an average power constraint.

IV. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM DESIGN

A. Scheduling Under the Peak Power Constraint

First, we can observe that the optimum is obtained only

if p∗ = P . This is because the CDF function F is a

monotonically increasing function, and

((1 + p(t)γi(t))2
−si(t)/τi(t) − 1)/p(t)

= (2−si(t)/τi(t) − 1)/p(t) + γi(t)2
−si(t)/τi(t)

is a monotonically increasing function of p(t) since

2−si(t)/τi(t) − 1 is always negative. Therefore Rs
i (t) is maxi-

mized when p(t) is maximized.

According to the stochastic network optimization theory

[22], in order to stabilize the system, we can minimize

the Quadratic-Lyapunov-drift bound. If the drift bound sat-

isfies certain conditions, then with the drift-bound-minimizing

method, the system is stable.

Define the quadratic Lyapunov function of the system as

L(Q(t)) =
1

2

∑

i

Qi(t)
2,

then the one-slot conditional Lyapunov drift is

∆(Q(t)) = E[L(Q(t+ 1))− L(Q(t))|Q(t)].

After calculation, we have

∆(Q(t)) ≤ E[
∑

i
ai(t)

2+si(t)
2

2 +

Qi(t)(ai(t)− si(t))|Q(t)].

If the RHS of the above inequation is minimized, we have

∆(Q(t)) ≤ B − ǫ
∑

i Qi(t),

where ǫ ≥ 0 is a constant and B is a constant that satisfies

B > E[
∑

i

ai(t)
2 + si(t)

2

2
|Qi(t)].

Then, based on Theorem 4.1 in [22], the system is stable.

By treating the refined problem as a multi-objective problem

and using the penalty method, problem (2) is solved by solving

the following online problem in each time slot

max
∑

i Qisi + V siF ( (1+Pγi)2
−

si
τi −1

P ) (3a)

s.t. ∀i, si ≤ min(τi log(1 + Pγi), Qi), (3b)
∑

i τi ≤ 1, (3c)

where V is a weight assigned to the secure transmission rate,

which is used to show the importance of such an objective.

For presentation simplicity, the time slot index t is omitted.

Based on Theorem 4.2 in [22], the performance of the

penalty method can be guaranteed, and furthermore we have

lim
T→∞

1

T

T
∑

t=1

E[Rs(t)] ≤ Opt+
B

V
,

lim
T→∞

1

T

T
∑

t=1

∑

i

E[Qi(t)] ≤
B + V R

ǫ
,

where Opt is the optimum of problem (2) and R =
E[maxi log(1 + Pγi)] is bounded.
Generally the problem in (3) is difficult to solve, because

the nice decomposable structure is destroyed by the constraint

si ≤ Qi. Without such a constraint, a primal decomposition

can be used to simplify the problem. Therefore, we use a

Lagrangian duality method to take account of the constraints

si ≤ Qi by augmenting the original objective function with a

weighted sum of the constraint functions si ≤ Qi. The partial

Lagrangian function of the problem is given by

L(s, τ ;λ) =
∑

iQisi + V siF ( (1+Pγi)2
−

si
τi −1

P )

+λi(Qi − si),

the dual function is

g(λ) = max
s,τ

L(s, τ ;λ), (4)

and the dual problem is

min g(λ) (5a)

s.t. λi ≥ 0. (5b)

If the primal problem (3) is convex, then the duality gap

is zero. The maximum value of the primal problem (3) is



identical to the minimum value of the dual problem (5). If the

primal problem is nonconvex, then the dual problem provides

an upper bound, which is not always tight, for the primal

solution.

Note that the dual problem is always convex w.r.t. λ

regardless of the primal problem. Therefore the dual problem

can be directly solved by dual update methods, such as the

gradient descent method. Hence, λ is updated based on

λ
(l+1)
i = max(0, λ

(l)
i − s(l)(Qi − s

(l)
i )),

where s(l) is a step sequence and square summable [23], and

s
(l)
i is the solution of step l, and is solved from (4).

For (4), it is equivalent to

g(λ) = max
∑

i(Qi − λi)si +

V siF ( (1+Pγi)2
−

si
τi −1

P ) + λiQi

s.t. ∀i, si ≤ τi log(1 + Pγi),
∑

i τi ≤ 1.

Define ki = si/τi, then the problem can be reformulated as

g(λ) = max
∑

i τiUi + λiQi

s.t.
∑

i τi ≤ 1,

where

Ui = max (Qi − λi)ki + V kiF ( (1+Pγi)2
−ki−1

P ) (6a)

s.t. ki ≤ log(1 + Pγi). (6b)

The above problem, which is the dual problem, can be

solved by allocating all the time portion to the user i∗ who

has the maximal Ui, i.e., τi∗ = 1, where i∗ = argmaxi Ui.

Ui is obtained by solving (6), which might not be a convex

problem, since the convexity depends on function F and

is generally unknown. But since (6) is a one-dimensional

problem in a closed set, the optimum solution can be obtained

straightforwardly by comparing the points with zero derivative

and the boundary points, or solved by line search algorithms

[23], therefore effectively solved.

Note that, for the dual problem, the solution is to allocate

all the resource to only one user. Although the solution might

not be optimal to the primal problem, the approach motivates

us to design a simple algorithm that schedules only one user

in each time slot. If only one user can be scheduled, then (3)

is solved by finding the user with the maximal U app
i , where

U
app
i = max Qiki + V kiF ( (1+Pγi)2

−ki−1
P ) (7a)

s.t. ki ≤ min(log(1 + Pγi), Qi). (7b)

The above algorithm, which is called SIMPLE algorithm,

is of low computational complexity comparing with the La-

grangian dual algorithm, since we do not need to update λ
iteratively to find the user has the maximal utility in each

iteration, which saves a lot of computation. If the computa-

tional complexity to solve (7) is O(C), then the computational

complexity of SIMPLE algorithm is O(NC).

Low Computational Complexity Algorithm: For the SIM-

PLE algorithm, it requires solving N nonlinear and possible

nonconvex optimization problems in each time slot, which

is a burden for the scheduler. In order to further reduce the

computational complexity, we can separate the user selection

and resource allocation.

If we replace the objective of (2) by a constant value,

then the resultant algorithm is a feasible solution and all the

requirements of (2) can be satisfied. More specifically, an

online feasible algorithm can be obtained by replacing V to 0

in the SIMPLE algorithm, and is stated as follows

i∗ = argmax
i

Qimin(log(1 + Pγi), Qi).

The above algorithm essentially is a user selection algorithm.

In order to maximize the secure transmission rate of the

system, we need to fetch a proper amount of the data from

the queue of the selected user i∗, based on (7).

The above low computational complexity algorithm, which

is called LOW hereinafter, can also guarantee the stability

of the system, although after the user selection it reallocates

the resource in order to maximize the secure transmission

rate. This is because the term V kiF ( (1+Pγi)2
−ki−1

P ) is upper-
bounded and negligible when Qi is sufficiently large. There-

fore, when the system is about to be unstable (Qi becomes

unbounded), the scheduling algorithm degrades to the max-

weight algorithm, which is throughput-optimal and can prevent

the system from becoming unstable.

Since the selected user may not be the one with the

maximal utility, the performance of LOW should be worse

than SIMPLE, which is the cost of the low computational

complexity feature, as the computational complexity of LOW

is O(C), which is N times smaller than that of SIMPLE.
Eavesdropper with AWGN channel: If the channel of eaves-

dropper is an AWGN channel without fading, the secure

transmission rate of user i in time slot t becomes

Rs
i (t) = si(t)δ(ri(t)− si(t)− Ce(t)),

= si(t)δ(log(
1 + p(t)γi(t)

1 + p(t)γe(t)
)−

si(t)

τi(t)
)

where δ(x) is an indicator function. δ(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0 and

δ(x) = 0 if otherwise.

By replacing the F function in (1) with δ(x), we can have

the scheduling algorithm for the AWGN channel case. Due

to the simplicity of δ(x), the solution for such a special case

can be obtained easily, and the problem can be solved more

efficiently. The resultant scheduling algorithm is similar to the

classic max-weight scheduling.

We need to solve the following problem in each time slot,

Ui = max Qiki + V kiδ(log(
1+Pγi

1+Pγe
)− ki)

s.t. ki ≤ min(log(1 + Pγi), Qi).

and find the user with maximal Ui. After some manipulations,

we have

Ui = max((Qi + V )min(log(
1 + Pγi
1 + Pγe

), Qi),

Qimin(log(1 + Pγi), Qi)),



and for the selected user i∗,

k∗i∗ =







min(log(1+Pγi∗

1+Pγe
), Qi∗) γi∗ > (1+Pγe)

1+
Qi∗

V −1
P

min(log(1 + Pγi∗), Qi∗) otherwise.

Note that if k∗i∗ = log(1+Pγi∗), the data are not protected
by the physical-layer security encoder, and a user with a

channel better than the eavesdropper’s one may also not be

fully protected. This is because the secure transmission rate

can be achieved by such a user is too marginal, and the

resource should be used by other users that can achieve a

higher secure transmission rate.

B. Scheduling Under the Average Power Constraint

Since p(t) is controllable in each time slot, we can define

a virtual queue Z(t) to capture the dynamic feature of p(t),
i.e., Z(t+1) = max(Z(t) + p(t)−P, 0). Therefore, we have

Z(T )− Z(0) ≥ −PT +

T−1
∑

t=0

p(t),

which is equivalent to

lim
T→∞

E[Z(T )]

T
−

E[Z(0)]

T
≥ −P + lim

T→∞

1

T

T−1
∑

t=0

p(t).

Then the sufficient condition of the average power constraint

is that the virtual queue Z(t) is stable [22].

Now there are N + 1 queues in the system that need to

be stabilized: one is the virtual queue Z(t), and the others

are the real queue Qi(t). By defining a Lyapunov function as

a quadratic-sum function, i.e., 1
2 (
∑

Qi(t)
2 + Z(t)2), we can

find that minimizing the one-slot Lyapunov drift is equivalent

to maximizing −p2/2 − Zp +
∑

iQisi. Then, based on the

penalty method, in each time slot, we need to solve

max −p2/2− Zp+
∑

iQisi + V Rs
i

s.t. ∀i, si ≤ min(τi log(1 + pγi), Qi),
∑

i τi ≤ 1.

According to the same argument as the peak power con-

straint case, we find the above problem can be approximately

solved by allocating all the time portion to the user with the

maximal U
′

i (τi = 1), where

U
′

i = max −p2/2− Zp+Qiki + V kiF ( (1+pγi)2
−ki−1

p )

s.t. ki ≤ min(log(1 + pγi), Qi),

whose convexity also depends on F .

Although the above problem may be non-convex, since it is

a two-dimensional problem, the interior-point method can be

used to solve it in an efficient way. The above algorithm will

be refer to as SIMPLE-P hereinafter. Note that, comparing

to the SIMPLE algorithm, the computational complexity of

SIMPLE-P is higher, as a two-dimensional possible non-

convex problem should be solved, which is the cost of power

adaptation.

Eavesdropper with AWGN channel: Similar to the peak

power constraint case, we need to solve the following problem

for each i

U
′

i = max −p2/2− Zp+Qiki + V kiδ(log(
1+pγi

1+pγe
)− ki)

s.t. ki ≤ min(log(1 + pγi), Qi).

and find the user with the maximal U
′

i .

Equivalently, we need to solve the following two problems

to determine U
′

i ,

U
′

i = max −p2/2− Zp+Qiki

s.t. ki ≤ min(log(1 + pγi), Qi),

ki > log(1 + pγi)− log(1 + pγe),

and

U
′

i = max −p2/2− Zp+Qiki + V ki

s.t. ki ≤ min(log(1 + pγi), Qi),

ki ≤ log(1 + pγi)− log(1 + pγe).

The above two problems are convex optimization problems,

and therefore they can be effectively solved.

V. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Setting

In the simulation, we consider a system that contains

two legitimate receivers and one eavesdropper. Although the

number of legitimate receivers is limited to two, it is sufficient

to quantify the performance of the proposed algorithms and

investigate the relationship between the system performance

and different network configurations. The channel gains of the

receivers and the eavesdropper are modeled as Nakagami fad-

ings. So, γi and γe are Gamma distributed random variables.

The probability density function of γi is

f(x) = (
mi

P r
i

)mi
xmi−1

Γ(mi)
exp(−

mix

P r
i

), (mi ≥ 0.5),

and the CDF of γi is

F (x) =

∫mix/P
r
i

0 tmi−1e−tdt

Γ(mi)
, (mi ≥ 0.5),

where mi is the fading parameter of user i, P r
i is the average

received power in the Nakagami fading of user i, which is

used to model the large-scale path loss and shadowing effect.

Since we assume the noise power is one, P r
i is the average

Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) of user i. Note that, mi is used

to control the variability of γi, and a small mi results in a

large variation of γi. When mi = 1, the Nakagami fading

becomes a Rayleigh fading. When mi → ∞, γi = P r
i , the

channel becomes an AWGN channel.

The amount of traffic arrival in each time slot ai(t) is

exponentially distributed (the distribution has no essential

impact on the system performance), the power constraint is

P = 1, and the system frequency bandwidth is normalized

to 1. So the units of the secure transmission rate and the

arrival rate are both bps/Hz and are omitted hereinafter. We



choose the parameter V as 100. During the simulation, we

find that 3,000 time slots are long enough for the system

to converge to its steady state. Therefore, we run 5,000 time

slots, and collect the results from the last 2,000 ones. For each

simulation setting, we repeat ten times and take the average.

Other parameters used for different network configurations are

listed in the caption of each figure.

B. The Impact of the Arrival Rate

We fix the arrival rate of user 1 (λ1 = 0.5), increase the

arrival rate of user 2 (λ2) from 0.1 to 1.5, and the results are

shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

In Fig. 3, when λ2 < 1, with the increase of λ2, the secure

transmission rate also increases, approximately in a linear

function w.r.t. λ2. It means when the traffic load of the system

is small, there is enough room for the physical-layer encoder

to protect the data from the eavesdropping. This can be seen

from Fig. 4. When λ2 < 1, the secrecy outage probability

only has a small change w.r.t. λ2. With the further increase

of λ2, the secure transmission rate starts to decrease, which

means in the large traffic load case, the system has a severe

secrecy outage, which can be observed in Fig. 4, where the

secrecy outage probability increases linearly w.r.t. λ2. Further

note that the secrecy outage probability first decreases and

then increases along with the increase of λ2. This is because

when λ2 is small, the traffic in the system is dominated by

user 1’s, which suggests user 1 has more impact on the secrecy

outage probability. With the increase of λ2, the secrecy outage

of user 2 dominants the system secrecy outage. Since user 2
has a better channel, the secrecy outage probability decreases.

With the further increase of λ2, more and more data cannot

be protected due to the resource shortage, and therefore the

secrecy outage probability increases.

Considering the secure transmission rate, different algo-

rithms result in a similar performance. This is because all the

proposed algorithms try to maximize the secure transmission

rate, despite the simplification and approximation. SIMPLE-P

is slightly better than SIMPLE, since it can adapt the power

to the channel efficiently to improve the system performance;

SIMPLE is slightly better than LOW, since in each time slot,

the decision made by SIMPLE is no worse than LOW. While

for the secrecy outage probability, although when λ2 > 1 all

three algorithms have an almost identical performance, the

performance of LOW is significantly worse than the others

when λ2 is small.

The average queue length in the system is investigated in

Fig. 5. The queue length is an indicator to show the delay per-

formance and a large queue length means a large delay. With

the increase of λ2, the queue length increases exponentially in

all three algorithms, which is consistent with queueing theory.

When λ2 is small, the LOW algorithm exhibits the lowest

queue length, i.e., the best delay performance. This is because,

comparing with the other two algorithms, LOW behaves more

like a traditional max-weight scheduling algorithm that does

not need to make a tradeoff between the delay performance

and the secure transmission rate. The delay performance of
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SIMPLE is worse than SIMPLE-P, since it cannot utilize the

power-adaptation to improve the delay performance. While

when λ2 is large, all the three algorithms have an almost

identical delay performance, which is because the scheduling

algorithms are more emphasizing on the stability requirement,

and all behave as the traditional max-weight scheduling algo-

rithm.

In summary, when the traffic load of the system is high, the

performance of SIMPLE and LOW are almost identical, while

LOW has a low computational complexity. When the traffic

load of the system is small, LOW exhibits a small queueing

delay but with a large secrecy outage. As SIMPLE-P can adapt

the power to the variation of the channel, the performance is

always no worse than that of SIMPLE, however with a higher

computational complexity.

C. The Impact of the Eavesdropper’s Channel

We change the eavesdropper’s channel to investigate the

impact on the system performance, and the results are shown

in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

From Fig. 6, with the increase of the average SNR of

the eavesdropper’s channel (P r
e ), the secure transmission rate

decreases. This is because the system experiences a frequent

secrecy outage as the eavesdropper’s channel becomes better,

which can be seen from Fig. 7.

Comparing different arrival rates (λ2), the increase of P r
e

has a severe impact on the secure transmission rate when λ2 is
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large. A large λ2 means the available resource that can be used

to protect the data from eavesdropping is small, since more

resources are used to achieve the reliable communication.

While with the increase of P r
e , the ability of the eavesdropper

to decode the message becomes stronger, i.e., the secrecy

outage happens more frequently. Therefore a system with a

large arrival rate is more sensitive to P r
e .

With different P r
e , different algorithms can achieve a com-

parable secure transmission rate, and the performance gap is

almost less than 2%. Similar observations can be found in

the secrecy outage probability from Fig. 7. The change of P r
e

has almost no impact on the performance gap for both secure

transmission rate and secrecy outage probability.

When the eavesdropper experiences an AGWN channel,

the secure transmission rate is illustrated in Fig. 8. All the

trends observed in Fig. 6 can be seen in Fig. 8, which

suggests the observations in Fig. 6 are not related to the fading

variability. However, different algorithms perform differently.

The performance of the two algorithms that do not consider

power adaptation are similar, and both are worse than the

power adaptive one, SIMPLE-P, in spite of λ2. This is because

with the AWGN channel, the secrecy outage probability is a

step function, and the power allocation has a great impact on

the secrecy outage probability, which is illustrated in Fig. 9,

and therefore has a further impact on the secure transmission

rate.

Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 6, when P r
e is small, a small

fading variability results in a better performance; when P r
e is

large, a large fading variability results in a better performance;

This is because when P r
e is small, a large fading variability

increases the chance of secrecy outage, since the ability of

the eavesdropper to decode the message is weak. When P r
e is

large, the ability of the eavesdropper to decode the message

becomes strong and therefore a large fading variability benefits

the secure transmission. By comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 9, the

above reasoning can be confirmed from the secrecy outage

point of view.

VI. FURTHER DISCUSSION: MULTIPLE EAVESDROPPERS

Considering a system with multiple eavesdroppers, the

message is secured if and only if none of the eavesdroppers
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can decode the message. Therefore, the secure transmission

rate of user i in time slot t is

Rs
i (t) = si(t)

∏

j

Pr{Ce
j (t) ≤ ri(t)− si(t)} = si(t)G, (8)

where

G =
∏

j

Fj(
(1 + p(t)γi(t)2

−
si(t)

τi(t) − 1

p(t)
),

and Fj is the CDF of the channel gain of eavesdropper j.
Comparing (8) to (1), the only difference between the

multi-eavesdropper case and the single-eavesdropper case is

the slight different objective function. Therefore by replacing
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function F in the single eavesdropper case with function G,

we can obtain the solution for the multi-eavesdropper case.

By observing (8) we can conclude that the secure transmis-

sion rate of a system with multiple eavesdroppers is no larger

than that with a single eavesdropper, and generally with the

increase of the number of eavesdroppers in the system, the

secure transmission rate decreases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigated the scheduling problem in a

secure wireless network. The reliability, security and stability

are jointly considered. The reliability and security issues are

considered through a probabilistic secure transmission rate

whose long-term average is maximized, and the stability

issue is considered through the queue length stability. By

using stochastic network optimization, the offline problem is

decomposed to an online problem, which may not be convex.

Motivated by the Lagrangian dual of the online problem, we

proposed an approximate but simple algorithm to solve the

problem. Along with that, a low computational complexity

scheduling algorithm and an algorithm that considers the

adaptive power allocation were proposed. Simulation results

showed that, all three algorithms can achieve a similar per-

formance in terms of the secure transmission rate, while the

secrecy outage probability of the low complexity one is quite

different from the other two when the system is subject to

a low traffic load. Furthermore, several observations were

obtained on the relationship between the secure transmission

rate of the system and traffic load, channel conditions, etc.

These observations provide important insights and guidelines

for the design and resource management of future wireless

networks using secure communication technologies.

There are several open research issues beckon for further

research. First, although a low complexity scheduling algo-

rithm is developed, the computational complexity may need

to be further reduced, since a nonconvex problem needs to

be solved. Second, in a more practical scenario, it is possible

that only part of the eavesdropper’s channel information can

be obtained, so how to use the partial information to schedule

the user against the eavesdropper is still open. In an even

more common scenario that the eavesdropper is invisible to the

scheduler, how to design a scheduling algorithm that can do a

best-effort secure transmission needs to be further investigated.

Nevertheless, the proposed work serves as a first-step to-

wards the scheduling problem in a multi-user secure wireless

network under the coding-delay-limited scenario.
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